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Hi-Lo DUO 680 TROLLEY
The Hi-Lo 680 trolley lifts are as happy in corporate and office environments as they are in the classroom. Their excellent

capacity to mount virtually all screens up to 100 kg or 70” is matched only by their sophisticated looks. The telescopic legs
operate almost silently and the smart base cover is steel, powder coated for longevity.

The motor body is able to hold an optional 4 way power bar, to leave just one trailing cable to the power socket whilst
running screens, software and peripherals. and the electric lift. Cable management and grommets ensure cabling
is safe and secure, hidden from view.

A range of accessories is available for the Hi-Lo Duo 680 Trolley, including rear or side mounted laptop shelves,
speaker shelves, PC cases, Apple TV and Mac Mini security clamps and our screen security kit.

Warranty - a 12 month return to base warranty is included to provide peace of mind.
Smooth Operation - at the flick of a switch the electronic lift mechanism is capable of moving
screens up to 70” weighing up to 100kg.
680mm height adjustment - means all users are able to access the screen.
Large format - able to mount screens up to 70”
or 100kg.
VESA - capable of mounting screens with mount
patterns up to 800mm wide and 440mm high.
Small footprint - enables easy access through
doorways and allows users close access to
the screen.
Quick start - all our lifts are delivered fully
assembled on a pallet (in the UK).

Easy wheel - individually locking, easy glide, high quality twin-castor wheels ensure moving the trolley is easy. Our wheels are designed to last.
High quality construction - the robust steel construction is powder coated in black creating a highly durable finish.

Hi-Lo DUO 680 ELECTRIC
TROLLEY
CODE 8945

